2018 Missouri MoEFACS
Concurrent Sessions

All MoEFACS Concurrent Sessions will be held at the Springfield Expo Center, 635 E. St. Louis Street, Springfield.

(NR) – denotes a Pre-Conference or a Concurrent Session listing is suggested for New/Returning Teachers
(MS) - denotes a Pre-Conference or a Concurrent Session listing is suggested for a Middle School Teacher
(HS) – denotes a Pre-Conference or a Concurrent Session listing is suggested for a High School Teacher

Concurrent Session I
9:45 a.m. – 10:30 a.m.

Hands-On Activities for the CD Room
Expo Breakout 2CDE (HS)

ACEs (Adverse Childhood Experiences)
Expo Breakout 2FG (HS)(MS)

Using We Video/You Tube
Expo Breakout 2AB (NR) (MS)(HS)

PDF Sewing Patterns, YOU have to try them!
Expo Tradecenter Hall 2 (NR)(HS)

Concurrent Session II
10:40 a.m. – 11:25 a.m.

Career Development/Entrepreneurship – No More CFL
Expo Breakout 2CDE (NR)(HS)

Introduction to the Educator Rising Student Organization
Expo Breakout 2FG (HS)

Help, Help, I Need Help!
Expo Breakout 2AB (NR) (MS)(HS)

Overview of STAR Events Preparations
Expo Tradecenter Hall 2 (NR)(HS)(MS)

Concurrent Session III
1:40 p.m. – 2:25 p.m.

Farm to Fashion – Sustainability in the Textile and Apparel Industry
Expo Breakout 2CDE (HS)

MSTA – Legally Blind
Expo Breakout 2FG (NR) (MS)(HS)

H.O.T. (High Octane Teaching: Year (1–35)
Expo Breakout 2AB (HS)(MS)

Table for One: Working on Your Own in a One Person Department
Expo Tradecenter Hall 2 (NR) (MS)(HS)

Concurrent Session IV
2:35 p.m. – 3:20 p.m.

Hyperdocs
Expo Breakout 2CDE (HS)(MS)

Learning Strategies for an Interactive Classroom
Expo Breakout 2FG (NR) (MS)(HS)

CAD Programs for the Fashion Classroom
Expo Breakout 2AB (HS)

Hospitality/Tourism Updates
Expo Tradecenter Hall 2 (NR) (HS)

Concurrent Session V
3:30 p.m. – 4:15 p.m.

You are NOT Alone, Handling Stress and Balancing Your Roles
Expo Breakout 2CDE (HS)(MS)

Making CTE Relevant in the Middle School
Expo Breakout 2FG (NR) (MS)

Culinary Competitive Events Panel
Expo Breakout 2AB (HS)

Google Form – Breakout: Experience Sample Breakout
Expo Tradecenter Hall 2 (NR) (MS)(HS)